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Abstract 
Translation involves two linguistic systems and two cultural systems and the 
differences between them cause many translation problems. In order to deal with 
these problems, we should combine pragmatics and translation together. Evidences 
show that it is an effective way to deal with the problems in translation with the 
application of pragmatic principles.  
Cross-cultural pragmatic translation means dealing with cross-cultural translating 
problems from the perspective of pragmatics. With the use of pragmatics, the 
translator can deal with the problems involved in cross-cultural translation, such as 
the comprehension of the exact meaning of the source language, the treatment of 
cultural factors in the target language, the translating strategies to convey the exact 
meaning of the source language and pragmatic equivalence between the target 
language and the source language.  
In cross-cultural pragmatic translation, translating activity is a kind of ternary 
relationship of “author-translator-target reader”. In addition to the correct 
understanding of the author’s real intention, the target readers’ linguistic and cultural 
acceptability must be taken into consideration. Therefore, the translator’s subjectivity 
plays an important role in the translating process, which decides whether the 
pragmatic meaning of the source language can be exactly conveyed to the target 
language or not.  
One of the innovative ideas of the thesis lies in the systematic discussion of the 
process for the translator to display his subjectivity in cross-cultural pragmatic 
translation. Another innovative idea is that the thesis puts forward the principles and 
the restricted factors for the translator to display his subjectivity. Furthermore, the 
thesis also explores the ways for the translator to display his subjectivity and 
creativity in order to get pragmatic equivalence from two aspects: the correct 
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The thesis aims at exploring the process, operable methods, principles, restricted 
factors and translating strategies for the translator to display his subjectivity through 
theory description and case study, and providing beneficial inspiration for the 
translator to display his subjectivity to promote the quality of translation.  
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[1]These small companies are all basket cases now. 
译文：这些小公司现在都走投无路了。（引自汪福祥、吴金配，2002:48） 










[2]I enjoy sitting around and chewing the fat with them at weekends. 
译文：到了周末，我喜欢和他们坐在一起闲聊。（ibid:117） 
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